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In this paper, spherical monogenics on the Lie sphere IX’-’ are introduced, 
leading to a refinement of the theory of spherical harmonics on LA’“-‘, developed 
by Morimoto. Furthermore, the explicit decomposition in spherical monogenics of 
the Cauchy-Hua kernel is given and the theory is applied to classes of Spin(m)- 
invariant operators on Iw” and on LS m--’ itself. Finally, the theory is applied to 
the spherical means of functions defined on the unit sphere, which satisfy a 
Spin(m)-invariant Darboux-type system on the Lie sphere. 6 1990 Academic press. IIIC. 
INTRODUCTION 
Classically the Lie sphere may be defined by LSmp ' = {&'cN o E S'+ I, 
9 E Iw }. It is the Shilov boundary of the Lie ball LB(0, 1) c C”, which is the 
optimal domain in C” to which every harmonic function in the unit ball 
B(0, 1) may be holomorphically extended (see [2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 131). 
In [ 111, M. Morimoto introduced spherical harmonics on LS" ~ ' as the 
eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on this manifold and 
studied expansions in spherical harmonics of L2 -functions, C, -functions, 
distributions, and analytic functions and functionals on LS"- ‘. Further- 
more, he proved that f, belonging to one of these spaces, may be repre- 
sented by means of a Cauchy-Hua formula (see also [7]) 
if and only if f(e”w) = C,“=, CzO .P + *‘13 S,(o), for some spherical 
harmonics Sk E &jj. Notice that in this case f(e%) is the boundary value 
of the holomorphic function f(z) in LB(0, 1). Roughly speaking, the 
above expansion in spherical harmonics follows from the expansion 
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f(z) = Ckm,O &(z) off in homogeneous polynomials Rk, valid in LB(0, 1) 
(see [ 13]), and from the harmonic decomposition of R,Jx): 
R/c(x)= 1 lx12’L-2~(xh Sk-21EC-21’ 
I< CWI 
which yields Rk(eisw) = C,, rk,*, eiksSk-2j(ce) on LS”- ‘. Note that a poly- 
nomial of the form ( -z*)’ Sk(z), Sk E Xk is completely determined by its 
restriction eick + 2’) ’ S,(o) to LS” ~ ‘, but not by its restriction Sk(o) to the 
unit sphere S”- I. Hence the study of spherical harmonics on the Lie 
sphere is motivated by the theory of homogeneous polynomials and their 
harmonic decomposition (see also [ 13 ] ). 
In our work [3, 14, 151, we studied properties of spherical monogenics, 
which are the restrictions to S”-’ of homogeneous Clifford algebra valued 
solutions of degrees k and - (k + m - 1 ), k E N, of a Dirac-type equation 
Df=O in lJP\{O>, D=~/m=l e,(d/dx,). Th ese nullsolutions are also called 
left monogenic functions. One may also introduce spherical monogenics as 
the eigenfunctions with eigenvalues -k and k + m - 1, k E N of the bivector 
valued operator r = xi < i eV ( xi (8/13x,) - xi (a/ax,)), which occurs in the 
polar decomposition D = o(a/ar + (l/r)r), Y = 1x1, x = xc and plays the 
role of Dirac operator on S” - ’ (see also [lo]). As the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator A, admits the factorization A,= l?(m - 2 -r), every Sk E $$k 
admits a unique splitting in spherical monogenics Sk = P, + Q& 1, P, E 
.A? f,k, QkplEAp,k-l, where &k,k are the spaces of inner and outer 
spherical monogenics of degree k, i.e., TPk = -kPk and rQk = 
(k + m - 1 )Qk. This leads to a relinement of the harmonic decomposition. 
Indeed, let Rk(x) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree k; then 
f&(X)= i x’&,(x), 
I=0 
where X2= -1X1*, Pk-l(X)= IX(k-‘Pkp,(e+ and P,-,(o)E&+,k-1. This 
refinement of the harmonic decomposition is indispensible for the theory of 
Spin(m)-invariant operators of the form 
n-1 
A=D”+ c A,(x)D’, Aj(z) holomorphic for R < (zJ < R’ 
j=O 
and motivates the theory of spherical monogenics on the Lie sphere. 
In the first section we recall the basic properties of spherical monogenics, 
starting from the representation L of Spin(m), given by L(s)f(o) = 
sf(Sos), OES~-l,fEL*(Sm-‘), s E Spin(m). We also introduce a Hilbert- 
Riesz type transform H, on S”- ’ (see also [ 17, 191) and give a formula 
for the square root of ((m - 2)/2)* -A,. 
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In the second section we give some geometric representations for Lie 
balls and spheres, most of which are classical (see [2, 9]), but will be useful 
in the theory of spherical means of functions defined on S’+ ‘. Then we 
introduce spherical monogenics on LS”’ ’ as the eigenfunctions of Casimir 
operators of an extension L Spin(m) of Spin(m), which acts naturally on 
the space of L,-functions on LYP ‘. Next we introduce a Dirac operator 
A on LS”- ‘, of which we characterize the global null solutions. These 
may, for instance, be used to give a meaning tof(e’“o),fe L,(S”- ‘) in the 
case where m = 2p, p E N. The rest of the section is devoted to the study of 
various function spaces and kernels on LS”- i, among which is the 
Cauchy-Hua kernel (see [ 11 I). 
In the third section we study differential equations on [w” and on LS”’ ’ 
of the form 
n 1 
N’) = g, A=D”$ c A,(x)D’, A,(z) E O(R < JZI < R’) 
,=0 
and construct explicit solutions for the equation 
(D’-xD-A)f=O, 
which leads to a formula for the monogenic extension of the Gauss dis- 
tribution. In the final section we introduce the inner and outer spherical 
means P(f)(e’“o) and Q(f)(e’“o) of a function f defined on S”-’ and 
prove the relined Darboux system on LS”- ‘: 
r,p(f) = - -& + (m - 2) cot 3) Q(f), 
(r,,-(m-2))Q(r,=~p(t,. 
Using our theory of spherical monogenics, we construct all global solutions 
to these equations, which correspond to spherical means and prove that 
the spherical mean operator P(f) + iQ(f) is injective. In the special case 
9 = 742, our results may be used to invert the Radon transfrom on the unit 
sphere, which leads to an improvement of the inversion formula for the 
Radon transform on S”-’ , m = 2p, developed by S. Helgason (see [S] ). 
These applications may show the usefulness of Clifford analysis in 
problems of integral geometry (see also [S, 8, 15, 173). 
Preliminaries 
In this paper, C, denotes the complex Clifford algebra over C”. A basis 
for C, is given by {e, : A c { 1, . . . . m}}, where ei = e(,); i = 1, . . . . m, e, = 
e~=lande,=e,,...e,,,A={cr,,...,cr,} withcr,<...<a,.Theproduct 
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in C, is determined by the relations eiej + ejei = -26, and C, admits the 
matrix representation (see [ 121) 
C*m= @(2”), &+, =@(2”)@@(2”). 
By Cm,k we denote the space of k-vectors C,,, =k aAeA and it is clear that 
every a E C, may uniquely be written as 
a= f 1 aAeA= f IIalk. 
k=O IAl=k k=O 
In particular, we may identify @” with the space C,,, of l-vectors. Hence 
for any z = CJ’= i zjej E C” we have that z2 = - C,“= i zJ2. An involution in 
C, is given by ti = C, a, CA, a, being the complex conjugate of aA E @ and 
2, = e,, ... Pa1 = (- l)h e,, ... e,,. It is easy to see that in CZm = a=(23 ti 
corresponds to the hermitian conjugate of a. Notice that Z = -I,“= i Zje,. 
A norm in C, is given by lal2 = [Gal0 = [aal and satisfies the inequality 
labi d 2”’ [a( IbJ. Further, in general, a bilinear form on C, is given by 
(a, b) = -Cablo= -[halo, which leads to the hermitian inner product 
(a, b)= [Csb],. Notice that (z, cu) =CJ’=i zjwj. By R, we denote the real 
subalgebra of C,. R,,,, denotes the space of real k-vectors in R,. Spin(m) 
denotes the spin group {s = o, . . w2,: oj E S” _ ‘, 1 E N }. The Lie algebra of 
Spin(m) is the space R,,, of real bivectors. The Dirac operator D in R” is 
given by D = ~~=I e,(a/ax,). One has that D2= -A, A being the 
m-dimensional Laplacian. M,,,(Q) denotes the right Cm-module of left 
monogenic functions f (i.e., Df = 0) in an open subset Q of R”. By 
M~,)~o(W’\K) we denote the right C,-module of left monogenic functions 
outside of the compact set K, which vanish at infinity. qk denotes the space 
of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in R”. 
1. SPHERICAL MON~GENICS ON ,S"-' 
Let L,(S” - ’ ) be the right CM-module of Cm-valued &-functions on 
S”- ‘, provided with the inner product 
(f, g) = jsm-, f(o) g(o) h 
Then the antipodal map S, given by S’(o) =f( -0) and the inversion I, 
given by If(o) = WY(O) are unitary operators on L,(S”- ‘). 
Next, consider the unitary representations of Spin(m) on L,(S”- ‘) 
Ho(s) “f(o) =.mJs), Us) f(o) = dWs), 
%Of92/2-5 
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then the infinitesimal representations are given by 
dH,(ei,) = -2L,,, We,,) = -2L, + r,,, 
where L, = x, (J/ax,) - x,(~/?x,) and where for a general representation R, 
dR(ru)=lim~(R(l +w)-Q), It’E R, 2. 
The Casimir operators of H, and L with respect to the associative bilinear 
form B(w, w’)=~[ww’] are given by (see also [lo, 151) 
C(H,)= c L;= A,, 
ICI 
where A, is the Laplace-Beltrami operator and I- = -xi< je,L, the 
spherical Dirac operator on S”-’ (see also [3, 10, 141). The eigenspaces of 
A, are the spaces of Xk of spherical harmonics of degree k, while the 
eigenspaces of C(L) are the spaces &$ of spherical monogenics of degree k. 
As A, = r(m - 2 - r), the simultaneous eigenfunctions of A, and C(L) are 
the eigenfunctions of I7. This leads to 
DEFINITION 1. The eigenfunctions of r with eigenvalues -k (resp. 
k + m - 1) are called inner (resp. outer) spherical monogenics of degree k. 
The corresponding eigenspaces are denoted by J%!+,~ and J?-,~. 
Notice that Xk and J& may be decomposed as 
~k=~+.k+~-,k-,, J& = A+>, + A-,,, 
since 
A&= -k(k+m-2)Xk, 
As the Casimir operators C(H,) and C(L) are hermitian, the spaces of 
inner and outer spherical monogenics are orthogonal in L,(S”- ‘). The 
projection operators onto the spaces Sk, Jltk, JZ+,~, and M-,k are denoted 
by S,, II,, P,, and Qk. We have the relations 
Q=f s,=z Llk, s= f (-l)k&, 
k=O k=O k=O 
sk=Pk+Qk-l,nk=Pk+Qk. 
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The operators Pk and Qk are linked together by the relations 
IQk = PJ IPk = QJ, or Qk= -IP,I. 
Similar to the antipodal map S, one may introduce a “spin-antipodal” map 
17 by means of 
II= f (-l)k+l&. 
k=O 
The composition of both antipodal maps is given by 
H,=IZS= f (Qk-Pk), 
k=O 
and is a spherical analogue to the Hilbert-Riesz transform H in [w” 
(see [17, 193). The Hilbert-Riesz transform H, admits the splitting 
H, = H, - HP, where H, = i (1 + H,) are the so-called boundary-value 
maps. One of the main properties of the Hilbert-Riesz transform H in IV 
is that it gives a sense to the square root of the Laplacian by the relation 
& = iHD, which is used in [ 171 to invert the Radon transform (see also 
[S]). A similar property for H, is obtained in 
PROPOSITION 1. We have the decomposition 
where the square root is defined in terms of spectral decomposition. 
Proof Notice that by definition, r and H, commute. We have that 
while 
Another, more direct way to introduce spherical monogenics is by 
considering homogeneous null solutions of the Dirac operator D, which in 
spherical coordinates is given by D = o(a/& + (l/r) r,), x = rw, r =-Iii, 
OESm-l. 
OELY1, 
Hence it follows from Definition 1 that Pk(a) (resp. Q,(a)), 
is inner (resp. outer) spherical monogenic of degree k when 
Pk(X) = rkPk(m) E kf(,)([Wm) (reSp. Qk(X) = r-(k+m- “Q,(O) E [w”\(o)). 
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Let YE L,(S”’ ’ ). Then the Cauchy transform of .f’ is given by 
1 
-1 
1+x0 
f’(w) dw 
0, .v 111 +xeqm- 
and we have that in L,-sense (see [ 14]), 
flw)=!i^mo(&l +E)O)-I((1 --E)O))=f((l +O)w)-f((l-0)w). 
Furthermore, from the Laurent expansion offin lfV\S”- i it follows that 
H, f(w) = ff((l + O)w), so that 
H,f(w)=f((l +O)w)+f((l -0)~). 
Hence the kernel of the HilberttRiesz transform is given by 
2 l+w’w 
H,b,(w’) = - - 
co, 11 +w’wlm’ 
which is a singular integral kernel on S” -‘, 
The operators P, and Qk follow from the Taylor expansion of the 
Cauchy kernel. Indeed, let Ix I< 1, 9 = (w’, w  ), x = 1x1 w’; then we have 
that 
+ (WI - 2) 0’ A wC,m!gS)] w  
=fo IXJk [cp2(9) + w’wc,mi21($)]w, 
C;(9) being the Gegenbauer polynomials. Hence, as p( 
- Ck”= o Pk(f)(w 1, we iset 
(l-O)0 )= 
Pdf)(w’) =--&j-+ [C:“(8) + w’wC;!~(~)] f(w) do 
Q&-)(w’) = - w’P,(W-NW’) 
-1 =- 
win s yvl 
[C,m!?,(8) + w’wC[cl’(S)] f(w) do. 
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Using identities for Gegenbauer polynomials, one can easily prove that 
1 
Pk(fw)=(m-2)w, I Sm-l C@+m-2)C, 
m/2- ‘(9) 
+ (WI - 2) 0’ A oc;/2,(9)] f(0) do, 
1 
- (m - 2) co’ A ocy2(9)] f(o) do. 
Notice that the inversion I off E L,(S” ~ ‘) is in fact the boundary value of 
the inversion Z(f)(x)= -(x/~x~“‘)~(x/~~~~) acting on the Cauchy trans- 
form f off: Finally, let &(x) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree k; 
then Rk(x) admits the harmonic decomposition 
Rk(X)= C Ix12'sk-2j(x)~ Sk-2jExk-2J. 
i< [k/21 
As every spherical harmonic S,(x) E & may uniquely be written into the 
form P,(x) + xP,_ ,(x), for some homogeneous monogenic polynomials P, 
and P,_ 1, R, admits a “monogenic decomposition” of the form 
Rk(X)' i X'Pk~.j(X),Pk.-jE~+,k~j. 
j=O 
A function of the form xjP,(x); Pk c &+,k and jE Z will be called a Clifford 
monomial of degree (k, j) in R”. 
Clifford monomials are not determined by their restrictions to S”-’ (if 
the degree is unknown). This leads us to consider the Lie sphere. 
2. CLIFFORD ANALYSIS ON THE LIE SPHERE 
The Lie ball is given by LB(0, l)= {ZE C”: L(z) < l} where L(z) is the 
Lie norm, given by 
L(z)Z= lz12+((2(4- 1z21*p2= 1x12+ (yl*+2lx A yl, 
where z=x+iy (see [2,4, 11, 133). 
The Lie sphere LS” - ’ is the Shilov-boundary of LB(0, 1) and is given 
bY 
LS+‘= {z=e’%o:o~Sm-l}. 
Topologically, LS” ~ ’ = (S” ~~ ’ x S ’ )/ N , where the equivalence relation is 
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given by (0, e”‘) - ( -0, -e”‘). Hence, functions on LS”’ ’ may be written 
as f(o, d”) = f(r’“o). 
A more geometrical insight in Lie spheres may be found in [2, 91 and 
will be useful in our applications to the theory of spherical means. Let 
z = x + iy E C”‘. Then we consider the sphere 
S,(y)= {u: [u-x/ = IyI and (u-x, y)=Oj, 
provided with the orientation induced by the normal vector y//y1 to the 
plane (u - x, y ) = 0. In this way, @ m is identified with the manifold of 
oriented spheres of codimension 2 in R”. Next one may introduce 
IW)l+ =upff(y) Iul, I&(Y)I .~ = min I4 
x u E .7.(Y) 
and it was proved by V. Avanissian in [2] that 
I&(Y)l + = lx12 + lY12 AI 2 lx A Yl. 
Let Q E R” be open. Then the harmonic hull of Q is the maximal subset 
of @” to which every harmonic function in 52 may be holomorphically 
extended. It is given by (see also [2, 133) 
B= {z=x+iy:S,(y)cQ}, 
in case it is connected. Notice that the harmonic hull of B(0, 1) is the Lie 
ball LB(0, l), while the harmonic hull of P\B(O, 1) is given by 
LB(c0, l)= {z: /x12+ IyJ2-2 Ix A yI > l> 
We have that @” = LB(0, 1) u LB( co, 1) u LB( 1, 1 ), where 
LB(1, l)= (x+iy:S,(y)nS”-‘Zfa}. 
Furthermore, LS'+ ' = LB(0, 1) n LB(co, 1) n LB( 1, l), since the Lie 
sphere is precisely the manifold of all oriented spheres S,(y) which lie 
inside Sm-l. Let ~~(a)={z~a=~:Cim=~z~=,}. Then the set U.ERC,(a) 
corresponds to the set of all spheres S,(y) which lie inside hyperplanes 
through the origin. The isotropic sphere C, = Z,,, (0) is simply the 
manifold of all spheres S,(y) going through the origin, while Z,,,, ~ = 
U Xc0 Z, (u) is represented by spheres which contain the origin in their 
“interior.” Hence it is clear that 
The inversion z: x + l/x, defined on R”\(O) is of Mobius type (see also 
[ 11) and hence transforms spheres into spheres. This means that r acts 
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naturally on P\Z, and a straightforward calculation shows that this 
extended map is precisely the complexification ?: z -+ l/z of the inversion. 
The map r may be used to compactify C”. As r transforms spheres through 
the origin into subspaces not going through the origin, ?(C,) = C,,, is the 
set of oriented subspaces of codimension 2 in R”\(O). Next, aZ,,, = 
Z’,,, = G,,,P,(R), which is the Grassmann manifold of oriented subspaces 
of codimension 2 through the origin. Finally one has that by stereographic 
projection 
is compact and coincides with the manifold of all oriented spheres of 
codimension 2 inside S”. Notice that f(a(O, 1)) = tB( co, 1 ), t”(D( 1-, l)) = 
m( 1, 1) and ~(LS’+ ‘) = LS’+’ and that 7 acts on LSmmml like the map 
z -+ i. To start Clifford analysis on the Lie sphere, we introduce the right 
Hilbert-module L,( LS” ~ ’ ) of CM-valued L, -functions on LS” ~ ‘, 
provided with the inner product (see also [ 111) 
Next we consider the group 
LSpin(m) = { eiSs: s E Spin(m), 9 E R}, 
the Lie algebra of which is given by II%,,* + iR. LSpin(m) acts unitarily on 
L,(LS”- ‘) by means of the extensions of the representations H, and L: 
H,(e’“s)f(e’~co) =f(ei(~+223’Sos), 
L(eigs) f(e’+w) = eiSsf(er(lL + 29’Sos). 
The antipodal map is given by S = H,(i), while L(i) = is. The infinitesimal 
operators dHo(eq) and dL(ei,) remain the same as in Section 1, while 
dH,(i) = 2(8/&9) and dL(i) = 2(8/B) + i. The bilinear form B on I%,,* may 
be extended to bilinear forms B and B’ on R,,, + iR by B(i, i) = -4 and 
B’(i, i) = 4. Hence the Casimir operators of H, and L with respect to B and 
B’ are given by 
C,(ff,) = -$ + A,, WMd=&-$9 
C,(L)=C,(H,)+i-$+r-1,4 
C,,(L)=c~(H,)-i~+T-1/4 
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Note that C,(H,) is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Ls”’ ’ (see also 
[l 11) while C,(H,) is some type of wave operator. 
As all these Casimir operators commute, we can look for simultaneous 
eigenspaces, which are in fact simply the common eigenspaces of the 
operators r and (a/a$). Furthermore, we have 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) Every eigenfunction of r and i(a/c%) is qf the form 
(ei”o)’ e’k3Pk(o), IEZ, PkEJY+,k. 
(ii) Every eigenfunction of r and i+3$ is the restriction to LS”‘- ’ of 
the complex extension z’Pk(z) of some Cltfford monomial xtP,Jx). 
This leads to 
DEFINITION 2. (i) A function of the form (aei3)’ e”“P,(o) is called 
spherical monogenic of degree (k, I) on LS”- ‘. 
(ii) The right Cm-module of spherical monogenics of degree (k, I) on 
LS” -~ ’ is denoted by Jk, [. 
Instead of the operators I- and i(a/a,9), one may use the more natural 
Dirac type operators on LS” ‘: A = r - i(d/&!J), A = r +.i(a/as) - (m - 2). 
The global nullsolutions of A and x are given in 
THEOREM 1. (i) For m even, the global analytic nullsolutions of A 
(resp. A) are the restrictions to LS”- ’ of the holomorphic functions f(z) 
(resp. zf(z)), where f in left monogenic is a neighbourhood of S” ~ ‘. 
(ii) When m is odd, f has to be monogenic in some neighbourhood of 
B(0, 1). 
Proof: For every m we have that 
Ae”k+W~pk(0) = 21edk+Wpk(o), 
Aei(k+21+ l)~opk(o) = -21ef(k+2/+ I)gopk(w), 
Aei’k+21+1’9~Pk(~) = (2(k + 1) + m) ei’k+2’+“yoPk(o), 
,&i(kt2’+2)3pk(“) = -(2(k + 1) + m) ei(k+2’+2)3pk(~). 
Hence, for m odd, spherical monogenic nullsolutions of A (resp. A) must 
be of the form etkgPk(o) (resp. eick+ “‘wPk(o)) while for m even, one also 
has spherical monogenic null solutions of the form 
e --i(k+m--l)tgOpk(0) (resp. e -i(k+m--Z)-Y~~(~)). 
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In view of [ 1 l] and the decomposition of spherical harmonics in spherical 
monogenics, every analytic function f on LS”- ’ may be written as 
f(e”0) = f 1 (Pa) P,,,(e”co), Pk,lE A+.k> 
k==O /eZ 
where IPk,I(~)I < C(l - 6) k+“’ for some C>O,O<6<1. 
Now for m odd, f is nullsolution of A iff f is of the form f(e’%) = 
C,“=, Pk(ei9a), with the above estimates. But this means that f(x) = 
C,“=, Pk(x) is left monogenic in some neighbourhood of B(0, 1). 
For m even, f is an analytic nullsolution of A iff f is of the form 
Ckm_ o (Pk(e”O) + e --(k+m ~ “‘wP;(o)) with the above estimates. This 
means that f is the restriction to LS”- ’ of the complex extension of the 
function C,“=, (Pk(x) + (x/lx/“) PK(x/lxl”)), which, in view of the above 
estimates, is monogenic in a neighbourhood of S”- ‘. Moreover, in view of 
[3], every monogenic function in a neighbourhood of S”- ’ is of this form. 
The study of null solutions of ;? is left to the reader. m 
Next, we consider the operator 
- a* a 
~=AA=~+i(m-2)dg-ds, 
then the global analytic nullsolutions of 2’ may be decomposed into global 
analytic nullsolutions of A and A. This leads to 
COROLLARY. (i) For m even, the global analytic nullsolutions of 9 on 
LS”- ’ are the restrictions to LS”~ ’ of the holomorphic extensions of 
harmonic functions h in a neighbourhood of S”- ‘. 
(ii) For m odd, h has to be harmonic in a neighbourhood of B(0, 1). 
Proof: Use the fact that h(x) = f(x) +xg(x), f and g being left 
monogenic in a neighbourhood of S”- ‘. a 
In general one can only show that the restriction to LS”-’ of the 
holomorphic extension of a monogenic function in a neighbourhood of 
S” - ’ is defined in the open subset LS” - ’ \iS”- ’ = LS” ~ ’ \C,, ~ of 
LS”- ‘. This of course has to do with the fact that for m odd, the complex 
Cauchy kernel z/(C ~j2)(~‘~) may be defined in C”‘\C,,_, but not in any 
larger subset of @“. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we already gave the characterization of 
analytic functions f E d( LS” ’ ) in terms of their expansion in spherical 
monogenics. Using [ll, 141, similar characterizations may be given for the 
right C,-modules d’(LS”-‘), E(LSm-I), &“(LS”-- ‘) of C,-valued 
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analytic functionals, c‘, -functions and Schwartz distributions on IA”” ‘. 
We summarize this in 
THEOREM 2. Let J‘= C,*= o C,E E (we”‘) Pk,,( we’“). Then we have that 
(i) ,ffzd(LS’“-‘)oJPk,,(w)I <~(1--6)~+‘Il,,fbr some c>O, 6>0, 
(ii) f E xl’(LS* ’ )o IP,.,(o)l <c,(l +E)k+Jll,for allE>O, 
(iii) fE f3(LSm ‘)o jPk,,(0)j < c,( 1 + k + 111) -‘, ,fbr all SE N, 
(iv) ~EB’(LS~-~‘)~~P~.,(O)J dc(l +k+ ll/)“,for some c>O, sEN. 
We now study the space L,( Ls” ‘) and the associated decomposition of 
the Cauchy-Hua kernel in spherical monogenics. First notice that the 
decomposition 
L,(LS” ‘) = i 1 Jq, 
k=O /sz 
of L2(LS”-‘) in spherical monogenics is orthogonal. This implies that 
every f~ L,(LS’+ ‘) may be decomposed as 
f(eigo) = f  C (ei”o)’ P,,,(e’“w), Pk.,(O) E -d+,k 
k=O /EZ 
such that 
k.1 
Furthermore, we have 
LEMMA 1. (i) The orthogonal projection operators of L,(LS”- ‘) onto 
./i$[ are given by (wei”)’ Pk,l(f)(e’sw), where for y = (o’, o), 
x [Cr’2(y) + o’oC~!?,(y)] wp’f(eisco) d?J do. 
(ii) We have that in distributional sense 
x c fo’“-k (C~12(y)+o’oC~lZ,(y))ok-“. 
k=O 
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Proof. Every f E L2(LSmw1) may be decomposed as 
f(e”co)= 1 e”” f o”-kPk,,ypk(f)(CO). 
scz k=O 
Hence we find that 
eCisc’f(e’sco) = $ o~‘-kPk,s~k(f)(~) =f,(o), 
k=O 
so that in view of Section 1. 
Pk,s-k(f)(mr) =-‘!-jsmm, (c:‘2(Y) + O’Oc;“‘,b)) 
x ok-““&(o) dw 
1 x 
=- 
nwrn ff 0 v-1 
eC”s(C~2(y) + o’oC~l”,(y)) 
x cok p”f(e’“o) do d9, 
which proves (i). As to (ii), notice that the series at The right-hand side has 
the form Ck,, (oei9)‘Pk,l(ei”o), Pk,,E&+,k and that in view of the 
estimates on the Gegenbauer polynomials on [ - 1, 1 ] (see, e.g., [6]) 
iPk,I(o)i G C(k + i/i 1” forsome [>O,,SEN. 
Hence, by Theorem 2 the series surely converges in &‘(LS”- ‘). That the 
limit coincides with 6(ei9a’ - e’“o) can be seen by letting act both sides on 
a C,-function and applying (i). 1 
We now consider some interesting subspaces of L2( LS” ~ ’ ). 
DEFINITION 3. (i) By L,, +(LS”- ‘) we denote the space of 
holomorphic functions f in LB(0, 1) for which f(e’“o) belongs to 
L*(LS”- ‘). 
(ii) By L,, _(LS”- ‘) we denote the space of functions 1/$(1/z), 
where f EL2,+(LS”-I). 
We have the following 
LEMMA 2. The spaces L,,+(LS”-‘) and L2, -(LS”-‘) admit the decom- 
positions 
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L,, (LYE ’ 2k I 1. 
I=0 k=O 
Prooj: Every j’~ L,, + (LS”’ ’ ) may be written as j(z) = C,*=, &(z), 
R, E Pkpk, where the series converges in O(LB(0, 1)) and L,(LS”- ‘) (see also 
[ 11, 131). Hence, by the monogenic decomposition, 
f(e’“o) = f f (mei”)’ P,+,(e”0), Pk,lE Ak,,f 
/=O k=O 
which proves the first decomposition. 
The second one follows from this, by directly applying Definition 3. 1 
Note that the functions of L,, ~. (LSmp ‘) are holomorphic in LB( co, 1) 
and that L2, + (LS” ~ ’ ) 1 L,, ~ (LS” ~ ’ ). However, these spaces do not span 
L,(LS”- ’ ) entirely since we have that 
L,(LAs+ ‘) = L,, +(LY+ I)@ Lz, -(LY-- ‘)@ L,,,(LY+ ‘), 
where 
L*,o(LSm-l)= f ; dd&,. 
k=O I=1 
We shall now construct reproducing kernels for L,, k (LS”- I). First let 
~m,k(ez~co’, Pa) = erk19 + @“(C:“(y) + o’oC~l”,(y)). 
As %?m,k(eiig’, ei3m) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k in both 
variables e’@Lo’ and e’“o, the complex extension %?,&z, w) is well defined. 
Furthermore, one has 
LEMMA 3. For some slowly growing sequence (Ak)kEN we have that 
I’%,,&, w)l G A/JWk L(wlk. 
Proof: As LS *-’ is the Shilov boundary of LB(0, 1) one has that for 
every R,Epk (see also [ll, 13]), 
I&(Z)l <L(Zlk SUP I&(~)l. p-1 
The lemma follows from twice applying this estimate and from the 
estimates of the Gegenbauer polynomials on [ - 1, 11. B 
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DEFINITION 4. The distributional kernels K, , K- , and K, are given by 
K+(&$w’, e’“a) = f (~‘ei”)‘%&(e’lLW’, ee’$w)(oe’s))‘, 
k,l=O 
k=O /=I 
Note that by Lemma 1, G(e@Lo’ -ei9~) = (l/no,)(K+ + K_ + KO) and 
that 
K-(eitiLo’, e’b) =& K, (&>&i) cd9? 
so that it is sufficient to study K, and KO. Using Lemma 1, 2, one 
immediately has 
PROPOSITION 3. The kernels K, , K_, and K. are up to the factor l/rro,,, 
the kernels of the orthogonal projection operators of L,(LS”-‘) onto 
L,+(LS”~‘), L2,-(LSm-1), and L2,0(LSm-1). 
We now determine holomorphic boundary value representations for K, 
and K- . Unfortunately there is no such representation for K,. 
THEOREM 3. The kernel K, admits the holomorphic extension 
K+(z, e”b), z E LB(0, l), which coincides with the Cauchy-Hua kernel, i.e., 
K+(z, ei9w) = l/( -(CO - e-i9z)2)m/2. 
Proof Notice that in view of Lemma 3, 
K, (z, e’“w) = f z’Wm,k(z, aeCi9)(Wei9)- 
k,/=O 
converges to a holomorphic function in LB(0, 1) which admits 
K+(e’$o’, ei9a) as distributional boundary value. Next, we have that 
K+(e’+m’, e’%) 
= f e’“‘+‘) f: ~‘j(CyL~~(y) +o.B’oC~~~~- ,(y)) 0-j 
s=O /=o 
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=f pi S) 
i 
2 c:l g’r’) + O’WC:” z2, ,(j.) 
., = 0 /&[\2] 
- c w~c:“‘22, ,(r)+ C:)22?, 2(;.))- 
/<[(5-I,,21 I 
= i ew- “‘c:1;2((01, w)) 
s=O 
so that indeed K, (z, e’“ce) = (-(CO - e -i”z)2) mmi2. 1 
COROLLARY 1. The kernel KP admits a holomorphic extension to 
LB(cl3, l), given by 
K--(2, e”a) = l/z[ -(o + e’“/z)‘] Pmi2 me’“. 
Note that the function 
K+(z, u) = f z%,,Jz, -ii)(U)‘, 
k,l=O 
z, u E LB(0, 1 ), 
is a further extension of K+(z, e”m), which is holomorphic in z and anti- 
holomorphic in u. In the same way one may introduce KP (z, u) = 
l/zK+ (l/z, l/u) l/ii and we have the following 
COROLLARY 2. The Hilbert modules L,. + (LS” ~ ‘) and L,, _ (LS” ‘) 
have reproducing kernels, given by 
K, (u, z) = (1 + uZ + Zu + u2Z2) +“‘2, 
K -(II, z)= l/u 
1 +uz+zu+u2z2 
U2Z2 
l/2; 
i.e., they represent the point evaluation at ZE LB(0, 1) (resp. z E LB(co, 1)). 
The proof is left to the reader. 
3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON THE LIE SPHERE 
The spherical monogenics on the Lie sphere are the right tool for the 
study of partial differential operators with varying coeffkients, constructed 
by means of the Dirac operator D and holomorphic functions f(x) of 
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EXAMPLES. (1) Let G(x) be the Gauss distribution e-~x~*‘2 in [Wm. Then 
the monogenic extension G(x,, x) of G(x) is given by G(x,, x)= 
exp( -x,D) G(x) and may be written as 
G(x,, x) = e-‘“‘*‘* ,to 2 Hk,Jx), 
where Hk,Jx) are generalized Hermite polynomials (see [16]). The poly- 
nomials Hk+(x) satisfy the recurrence relations 
Ho,,(x) = 13 Hk+ l,m(X) = (x -D) Hk,?AX) 
and the differential equation 
(D2--D)Hk,m=Ck,mHk,m, 
where C,, m = 2k and C2k + , m = 2k + m, which is of the form 
(D*-xD-l)f(x)=O. 
(2) Let f(z) = Pk(x) + o&(x); Pk, Pi E JV+,~ and x = 1x1 o. Then 
one easily sees that f satisfies 
(D2-;D)f(x)=O inlFY\{O}; 
i.e., the homogeneous nullsolutions of degree k of D* - (l/x)D are the 
spherical monogenics of degree k. 
We first introduce the framework in which these operators are studied. 
DEFINITION 5. Let E be a space of functions on S’+ ‘. Then by 
0(R’, R, E) we denote the space of all E-valued holomorphic functions in 
R’ < 1zI < R satisfying the relationf( -z) = Sf(z). When E = A& we use the 
notation O(R’, R, k). An element f~ Lo(R’, R, E) may formally be written 
into the form f(zo), z = re”o E Iw + . LS”~ ‘. We are mainly interested in 
the spaces E= LJS’+l) and E=d(S”-‘). 
PROPOSITION 4. We have the orthogonal decomposition on LS”- I, 
O(R’, R, L2)=CO+(R)OO-(R’)OC’0(R’, R, L2), 
where G’+(R)=O(LB(O, R)), Co-(R’)= {f: (l/z)f(l/z)~O+(R’-‘)} and 
where f E Q(R’, R, L,) has the form 
f(zo)= f : (z~)r Pk,AZ~), pk,sEA+,k. 
k=O 1=1 
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ProqfI By definition one has that f(zo) =CF=’ ,~ z’./;(o), where for 
IE N and all E>O, 
I/~-,(o)1 <C,((l +a) R’) ‘. 
As (-o)‘j,(w) is an even function, we may write 
k=O 
This leads to the orthogonal decomposition on LS” ~ ‘, 
f(m) = y f rk + s(ei3a)s fk,k + s(e’3w), 
s=--00 k=O 
and it follows from the estimates of the Gegenbauer polynomials that 
ifk,,+ k sz -k; 
ifk,s+k(m)i <c&(1 +&I R’V s-kt s < k. 
Let 
f+tzo) = 5 (z~)sfk,s+k(z@)); 
k,s=O 
f-(za)= f (ZO)~2k~s-‘fk,~,~_k_l(ZO), 
k,s=O 
then it is clear that f+(~)=x;U=~ R,(x), R,E~ with [R,(x)/ ,< 
C,((l + E) /xl/R)‘, so that in view of [ 133, f+(z) is holomorphic in 
LB(0, R). Similarly, one proves that (l/x) f- (l/x) is holomorphically 
extendable to LB(0, RI-‘). Furthermore, it is easy to see that 
fo=f-f+-f- belongs to Oo(R’,R,L,). 1 
The proof of Proposition 4 also leads to 
PROPOSITION 5. The space Q(R’, R, L,) admits an orthogonal decomposi- 
tion in L2(Sm-I) of the form 
O(R’, R, L,) = f Lo(R’, R, k). 
k=O 
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Note that each f~ O(R’, R, k) may be written as finite linear combina- 
tion of functions of the form 
+f (ZOY Pk(Z~)% a,EC,, PkEA,,k. 
.s= --3c 
and hence also as linear combination of functions of the form 
f(zo) P,(zo), where f(z) is @-valued holomorphic in {z: R’< Iz( CR}. 
Hence it is clear that the left multiplication operators f - g(zo) f, g(z) 
holomorphic for R’ < Iz( < R leaves all spaces O(R’, R, k) and also 
O(R’, R, E) invariant. Next we study the action of D on O(R’, R, k). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let f(z) be C-valued holomorphic in an annular domain 
and let P, E J&‘+,~. Then 
W(x) f’dx)) = -(f’(x) + 2k+2;-1 (f(x)-f(-X)))pk(X). 
Proof. First write f(z) = g(z’) + zh(z’). Then 
f’(z) = 2zg’(z2) + 2z2h’(z2) + h(z*). 
Hence f(x) = g( - r2) + xh( -Y’) and 
f’(x)=2x(g’(-r’)+xh’(-r*))+h(-r’). 
Furthermore, 
D(f(x) Pk(x)) = Dg( -r2) + D(r2k+mh( -r’)) -$& 1 Pk(x) 
= -(f’(x) - (2k + m - 1) h( -r2)) Pk(x). 1 
The previous propositions allow us to solve equations of the form 
A(f(x))= g(x) in spaces of the form O(R’, R, E), where A = D”+ 
c;:; A,(x) D’, A, b eing @-valued holomorphic. First we decompose g into 
a series of functions of the form G(x) Pk(x), P, E A’+,k and G being 
@-valued holomorphic for R’ < Izj CR. Hence we may consider the 
equation 
A(F(x) P/c(X)) = G(x) Pk(X), FE O(R’ < jz[ <R), 
which may be reduced to a first-order system by putting F,,=F, 
D(F,(x) Pk(x)) = Fj+ 1(x) P;(x), j = 0, . . . . n - 2. This system has the form 
W(x) PAX)) = (B(x) F(x) + G(x)) P/c(x), 
500/92/2-6 
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B being a (n x n)-matrix and F, G being n x 1 matrices with holomorphic 
coefficients. Using Proposition 6, we get the equation 
2k+m- 1 
2- 
> 
2k+m-1 
F(z)- 2 F(-z)+G(z)=O, 
‘ z 
which is to be solved in the region R’ < Iz( CR, using Laurent series. . 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the equation 
(D2 - XD - A)(F(x) Pk(x)) = 0, F(z) holomorphic. 
Then we put D(F(x) PJx)) = G(x) Pk(x), which leads to the system 
F’(z) + 2k+2;-1 (F(z)-F(-z))= -G(z) 
G’(z) + 2k +2; - ’ (G(z) - G( -z)) + zG(z) + 1F(z) = 0. 
First we look for even solutions, i.e., F(z) = F( -z). Then F’(z) = -G(z) 
and G( -z) = -G(z), so that we obtain the equation 
F”(z) + 
2k+m-1 
+ z F’(z) - iF(z) = 0. 
Z 
Putting F(z) = A( -z2/2), this equation may be reduced to 
which for A = 21 has the Laguerre polynomials L;(t), a = k - 1 + m/2 as 
solutions. This means that for A = 21, the solution F(x) is given by 
F(x)4’L;+“/2-’ !$ . ( > 
In the case where F is odd, i.e., F( -z) = -F(z), we obtain the system 
G(z) = - F’(z) + 
( 
2k+m-1 
F(z) 9 
> 
G’(z) + zG(z) + lF(z) = 0. 
Z 
It is convenient to put F(z)=zH(z). This leads to 
H”(z) + 
2k+m+ 1 
+z H’(z)+(2k+m-l)H(z)=O. 
Z > 
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Putting H(z) = A( -2’12) leads us back to 
. 
For i = 2(k + ,) + m we get polynomial solutions of the form L;(l), 
a = k + m/2, so that eventually 
Note that, in particular, 
H,,,,(x)=(-l)‘1!2’L;“‘2~’ $ ; 
( i 
H 2j+ ,Jx) = (- 1)/l! 2’xL7’2 
( ) 
y 
so that the monogenic extension of e~1x12’2 is given by 
G(x,,, x) = e -~ b$~* 
Remarks. (1) Let B be a @“-valued entire holomorphic function in 
c n+‘. Then it makes sense to consider the function B(x, F,,(x), . . . . F,-,(x)), 
since for every XER?, F,(x), . . . . F,-,(x) are of the form A(r)+xB(r), so 
that they are commuting Clifford numbers. Hence we may as well consider 
quasi-linear systems of the form 
D(F(x) f’dx)) = Wx, F(x)) P/r(x), 
(2) One may also study equations of the form Af= g, where the 
operator A belongs to the operator algebra generated by D and by func- 
tions of the form h(x), h(z) E L”(R’ < 1.~1 < R). One may indeed again use 
Proposition 6 to make the problem one-dimensional. 
(3) ‘The equations Af = g may also be defined and solved on the Lie 
sphere itself. Let us take, e.g.,f(e%)E d(LSm-l); then by Theorem 2, the 
function f(re”o) belongs to O(R’, R, d), for some R’ < 1 < R. Hence it 
makes sense to study Af = g, e.g., in the space d(LS”- I). Hereby, the left 
multiplication operator j(x) -+ xf(x) is to be replaced by the “shift 
operator” 
I: f(e”w) + e’“wf(e’“o). 
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The Dirac operator D may be written as D = o(a/ar + (l/r)I) and is to be 
replaced by the operator 
Hence we may denote A = -ID and we have the relations 
AZ=Z(2-A) and AI-‘= -I-‘& 
so that the operator ;? is also included in the algebra of operators 
generated by Z, I-’ and A. Notice that the shift operator Z reduces to the 
inversion I on S” ~ ‘. 
(4) It often happens that the equation Af= g has natural solutions, 
not belonging to any space Lo(R’, R, E). Already the equation Df = 0 has 
solutions of the form (x/P+~~ ) Pk(x), which for m odd do not belong to 
Lo(R’, R, k). Also the operator D2 - (l/x)D has solutions of the form 
(X/T) Pk(x), which d o not belong to Q(R’, R, k). The same remark holds for 
the equation Af = g on LS”- I, where in most cases there are more local 
solutions than globally defined ones (see, e.g., Theorem 1). This leads one 
to consider “Riemann surfaces” over [w + LS”- ’ = CS” ~ ’ or LSmp i itself 
as the graphs of multivalued functions defined on it. For example the 
square root (ae”)‘j2 has four values, namely 
; (l + "1 ei(9/2) 
-$ 
and 
leading to a four-fold covering of LS”- ‘, which is connected! The function 
r = ( -x*)~‘~ has two values over [w + LS”- ‘, namely rei9 and - re’s. As an 
exercise we suggest to determine (oei9)‘1’9, where the solutions are of the 
form e”e”” E LS I. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SPHERICAL MEANS 
First let f be a function or distribution in R” - ‘. Then its spherical mean 
is defined by 
and is a solution of the second-order Darboux equation 
fYf)(x, r) = 0 (see C81). 
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In our paper [ 151, we introduce a second spherical means operator Q by 
and prove that P and Q satisfy the Darboux system 
kQ(f)(x, r) = -i P(f)(x, r), 
which is a refinement of the Darboux equation. In this section we consider 
functions f defined on S” - ’ instead of W” - ’ and study their integrals over 
spheres of codimension 1. As LS” - ’ is the manifold of all oriented spheres 
of codimension 1 in S” ~ ‘, we hence obtain natural transforms, which map 
functions on S” ~ ’ into functions on LS” - ‘, satisfying a spherical analogue 
of the above mentioned Darboux system. 
DEFINITION 6. Let f be a function on SmP’ and VE S”-‘. Then the 
inner spherical mean P(f)(e’“, v) off is given by 
X 
s 
6( (0, v) - cos 9) f(w) do, O<$<TT. 
p-l 
The outer spherical mean Q(f)(e”, v) off is given by 
Q(f)(e”, v) = ’ o,~. , sinme 9 
X 
5 
vAwd((0,v)-cos9)f(o)do. 
ye, 
The spherical mean of f is given by M(f)(e”, v) = P(f)(e”, v)+ 
iQ(fNeiy, v). If we put P(f)(e-“, v)= P(f)(e’$, v) and as we have 
that P(f)(ei(“-“), v) = P(f)(e”, -v), we obtain that P(f)( -e”, v) = 
P(f)(e'", -v), which is the relation to be satisfied by functions defined on 
LS”-I. In a similar way, we put Q(f )(eC’“, v) = -Q(f)(eit9, v). Together 
with the relation Q(f )(e”” ~ ‘), v) = -Q(f )(ei3, -v) this leads to the iden- 
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tity PUN -e”‘, v) = Q(,f)(e’“, -v). Hence P(f‘) and Q(f) are well defined 
on LS+’ and we will write P(J‘)(e’“w) and Q(f)(c”‘o), eJxYa~ LS”’ ‘. 
The following proposition is classical. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let j’ he continuous. Then we haoe that 
lim g -0 P(f)(e’“v) =f(v), v E S” -I. 
This gives the interpretation of P(f)(e”v) for 9 -+ 0. Note that 
P(f)(v)= M(f)(v) =f(v). An interpretation for 9 -+ 42 is given in the 
following. 
DEFINITION 7. The inner and outer Radon transforms of a functionfon 
S”- ’ are respectively given by 
The Radon transform off is given by 99(f)(v) = L@+ (f)(v) + i&(f)(v). 
Note that a+(f)(v) = P(f)(iv), &(f)(v) = Q(f)(iv), and @(f)(v) = 
M(f)(iv). The transform LZ?+ (f) is the Radon transform off as studied by 
S. Helgason in [S]. !%+(f)(v) = 0 iff f(o) = -f( --o), so that a+ in fact 
acts on function on real projective space Pm ~, . The outer Radon trans- 
form satisfies the complementary property: W- (f)(v) = 0 iff f(o) = f( -0) 
and the transform ~3 is injective. Before considering Radon transforms in 
detail, we first study the spherical means P(f) and Q(f). 
THEOREM 4. The spherical means P(f) and Q(f) are solutions of the 
Darboux system on LS” ~ I, given by 
r,P(f)(e’%) = - (i + (m - 2) cot 3) Q(f)(e%), 
(r, - (m - 2)) Q(f)(e’%) = $ P(f)(e’%). 
Proof: To avoid problems, suppose f to be smooth. In view of the 
identity 
r,6((o,v)-cos9)=o A vd’((ov)-cos$), 
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we obtain the relation 
r,P(f)(e’%) = 
1 
co,-, sinmd3 9 I 
0 A v S’( (0, v) - cos 9) f(w) do. 
St?- I 
As, on the other hand, 
1 
+ 
co,- 1 sinm-3 9 I 
v/\w6’((0,v)-cos$)f(o)dq 
Sm-~ 
we obtain the first Darboux equation by adding the above relations 
together. The second equation is more complicated. Using the identity 
~,(vf(v))=(m-1)vf(v)-v~,f(v)andthefactthatv~o=vo+(v,o), 
we arrive at 
-v (co A v) o 8’( (v, CO) *cos 9) Ad w  
+I (co A v) 6( (v, w  ) - cos 9) Ad o p-l 
(V,O)OAv6’((v,0)-cos$)AdW; 
A = f(o)/o, ~, sinm-* 9. 
As -~(~~~)0=-(~,0)0~~+(1-(v,~0)~),wehenceget 
r,Q(f)(e%)=(m-2)Q(f)-(m-l)cos$j 6((v,o)-cos9)Ado 
yl-1 
+ sin2 9 s s-1 
S’( (v, w) - cos 9) Ad CO 
+s,-1 (cos’G-((v,co)*)c~‘((v,w)-cos$)Ado. 
Furthermore, one has the classical relation 
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while one easily sees that 
e’“v) = -(m - 3) cos 3 j” 6((v,o)-cos,Y)Ado 
S”‘~ I 
+ sin’ 9 
I 
6’( (v, o) - cos 9) Ad o. 
yn- I 
Hence we obtain the second Darboux equation. 1 
Note that for lR,-valued functions f, the Darboux system on LS” ’ is 
equivalent with the equation 
A(P+iQ)+(m-2)(cot9--)Q=O. 
In terms of the operators A and I, this equation may be written as 
(Z2+ l)A(P+iQ)=2i(m-2)Q. 
We now prove the converse of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let P and Q be solutions on LS”-’ of the Darboux system, 
satisfying the supplementary conditions 
P(e- i9o) = P(efgo), Q(e “CO) = -Q(e’“o). 
Then P and Q are the inner and outer spherical means of the function f (co) = 
P(w). 
Proof: We shall show this by solving the Darboux system with the 
supplementary conditions explicitely. In then turns out that the solutions 
are completely determined by their restrictions to S”-I, from which the 
theorem follows. 
First notice that P satisfies 
T,(m-2-r,,)P= ?&+(m-2)cot3$ 
L > 
P 
or, equivalently, 
$+(m-2)cot9-& P=O, 
which is the spherical 
PII 
analogue of the Darboux equation on IR” - ’ (see 
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First assume P to be of the form P(e”a) = g(9) Pk(m), P, E J%‘+,~. Then 
g( -9) = g(9) and g satisfies the equation 
( $+(m-2)cotS;+k(k+m-2) g(9)=0. > 
Hence we may put t = cos 9, g(9) = h( cos 9); then h satisfies the Gegen- 
bauer equation (see, e.g., [6]) 
(1 -t’)h”(t)-(m-l)th’(t)+k(k+m-2)h(t)=O 
and so we obtain that for some c E @, 
P(e’“o) = CC:“- ‘(Cos 9) Pk(W), 
From the second Darboux equation it follows that 
Q(e%) = c 
m-2 
k+m-2 
sin SC~‘z,(cos 9) Pk(m). 
Next, assume P to be of the form P(e’%) =h(cos 9) oP,(o), Pk~A’+,k. 
Then the second-order Darboux equation yields solutions 
P(e’“o) = CC:?; ‘(cos 9) oP,(o). 
The second Darboux equation implies that Q(e’“w) is given by 
Q(e’“w) = -c 
m-2 
- sin 9CF’2(cos 9) oP,(w). 
k+l 
By expanding L,-functions on LS m- ’ in spherical monogenics, it is easy to 
see that every solution of the Darboux equations, satisfying P(e-‘$0) = 
P(e’%) is a linear combination of the solutions of the above type. Hence 
P(e”w), Q(e”o) are determined by their restrictions to S” ~ ‘. 1 
Note that the condition Q(eei”o)= -Q(ei%) follows in fact from 
P(e-‘$0) = P(e”o) and the Darboux equations. For the next theorem we 
recall that the m-dimensional Legendre polynomials are given by (see [6]) 
i.e., they are proportional to the Gegenbauer polynomials. Recall that 
Pm,,(l)= 1, Pm,k(O) = 0, k=21+1 
P,,2r(0)=(-1)‘w 
(-l)‘f((m-1)/2))f(l+t) 
w,-I ‘(‘+i’Tpl)=~ f(l+(m-1)/2) ’ 
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THEOREM 6. (i) Let f(o) udmit the expansion in spherical mon0genic.r 
.f(@J) = I&j=0 Pk(f)(w) + Qk(,f)( 0). Then the spherical mean qf,f is given bag 
M(f)(efSo) = P(f)(e”‘o) + iQ(,f)(el”o) 
x = c [i sin 9 P, + 2,fi k=O ,(cos w) Pk(f)(O) 
+ Pnt,k+ ,(cos 9, - mt z,k(COS 3)) Qdfb’)]. 
(ii) For all values of 9 the transform M(f )(e”m) is injective. 
ProoJ (i) Follows from the proof of the previous theorem and the 
fact that P,,,(l) = 1, which yields that M(f)(w) =f(w). 
(ii) It is suhicient to show that Pm,k(t) and P,+,,-,(t) have 
no common zeros in the interval ]- 1, 11. This is true because Pm,k(t) 
only has zeros of order 1 and Pm+2,k- l(t) = c’(d/dt) P+(t), for some 
instant c’. 1 
COROLLARY 1. The operator r,, commutes with the operators P, Q, M, 
@+,K,and97. 
COROLLARY 2. The operator r, admits the boundary value representa- 
tion 
r,(f)(v) = -(m - 1) lim Q(~.~YV). 
8 - 0 
ProojI This follows directely from Theorem 6 or from the integral form 
of the second Darboux equation 
r, 
s 
’ P(f)(e”v) sinm ~ 2 s ds = -sinm ~ 2 9 Q(f)(e’“v). 1 
0 
COROLLARY 3. Let f(o) admit the expansion in spherical harmonics 
f(o) = C,“=, S,(f)(w). Then the Radon transform off is given by 
Remark. Corollary 3 gives us a way to invert the Radon transform on 
S”- I, once the expansion off in spherical harmonics or monogenics is 
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given. One can say more in the case where m is even and f = 5” (The case 
f= -Sf is similar and hence left to the reader.) In this case we have that 
f=H,f+H-f, where 
H+f= f Qzk+l(f)~ H-U-1 = f P,k(f). 
k=O k=O 
Furthermore, in view of Theorem 1, H, f and H- f may be extended to 
global nullsolutions of A over LS”- ‘, which allows us to consider 
H, j(io) and H- f(h). 
Put m = 2~. Then we have that 
=@VH-f)(o)= f (-ilk &rck+p-l) 2k 
T(P - 4) T(k + 9 p (f)(“) 
k=O 
T(P-2 Oc 
c 
( - 1 jk P2k(f)(m) 
c- 
,/i k=(,(k+P-+(k+i) 
so that 
c4--‘(H-f)(o)=cp(T,-2p+3)~~~(~,- 1) H-f(h), 
J&l)“-’ 
cP=2P-Iqp+ 
Similarly, one has that 
Hence, when f(o) = f( -0) we have that 
~-l(s)(0)=~,(r0-2~+3)...(r0- l)f(i~). 
When f(o) = lf( --o), it suffices to consider of(o) and apply the above 
formula. 
Here f(io) is the value at io of the extension off to LS”-’ as a global 
nullsolution of A. Note that these formulae are a rellnement of the inver- 
sion of formula in [ 51: 
.W’(j-)(0)=c~(1(2p-3)-4)(3(2p-5)-&)4(2p-3) l-d.)f(o). 
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